
I’m really into this… 
And so are all these other things! 

 
All of these are descriptions of things in things…what are they really called?  Watch out, 
for some of them the thing is also in the form of the descriptions. 
 
Ex. Shirley Temple = Maraschino cherries in Sprite. 
 

1. Water in latex 
2. Ground Meat in a sheep’s stomach 
3. Candy in a cartoon character 
4. Soup in tin 
5. A toy in ovular chocolate 
6. Teapot in sweater 
7. Tungsten in glass in cloth 
8. Butterflies in an elephant 
9. It’s in the game 
10. Doormouse in ceramic 
11. One small step for man in a space ship 
12. Beans and cheese in a tuber 
13. Cabbage and hoisin sauce in a crepe 
14. Hot dog in a bagel 
15. apes in a cooper’s wares 
16. peanuts in chocolate in candy 
17. a bird in a timepiece 
18. marbles in bellies 
19.  Pictures in pictures 
20. pocket in a pocket 
21. monster in a sphere 
22. colonies in dirt 
23. ice cream in chocolate in nuts 
24. cheese in crackers 
25. ice cream in soda 
26. triangles in triangles 
27. person in a person 
28. people in a person 
29. people in people 
30. cheese in pizza 
31. play in a play 
32. man in metal 
33. eph in a cow suit 
34. person in snow cave 
35. mother in footwear 



36. stick in a hot dog in batter 
37. conifer in the house 
38.  blueberries in batter 
39. filling in a tender, flaky crust 
40. kings, a queen and sons feuding in the 12th century 
41. coconut in chocolate 
42. seaworthy vessels in the ocean, blinded by darkness 
43. metal in a cloud 
44. eggs in holey bread 
45. sausage in batter 
46. a son in a set of siblings 
47. reality show in a feature length film 
48. flavors in flavors in flavors 
49. Current Ephs in the UK 
50. World in a closet 
51. Prenatal food in albumen in calcium 
52. Scalawag in the hold 
53. Ice cream in chocolate in polar bear foil 
54. Marshmallow and graham cracker in chocolate  
55. Little man in the pineal gland 
56. Little man in the pantry 
57. Dairy in some pate à choux 
58. Sprit in a glass, narrow-necked vessel 
59. Repiles in the air 
60. Flavors in flavors in flavors 
61. Glow in the upper story window 
62. Annelids in narratives 
63. that dweem wifin a dweem 
64. king in a birthday suit 
65. Christmas in Halloween world 
66.  Mollusc in a shell 
67. digestif in taurine 
68. candle in a pumpkin 
69. chicken in a duck in a turkey 
70. sheep in a camel in a wedding feast 
71. quail in a chicken in a goose 
72. boxes in boxes in boxes 
73. muddled mint in bourbon 
74. a bed in a bed 
75. wax in clear liquid  
76.  ice cream in chocolate in nuts 
77. long-locked damsel in a tower 
78. virtual universe in a universe 
79. coin in a shoe 
80. person in cloth wrapping 
81. brain in brain 



82. two in the bush 
83. an aim into darkness 
84. feline in a chapeau 
85. pegs in holes in cylinders 
86. jewel in a mollusc 
87. legume and fruit spread in sliced bread 
88. Jimmy Buffet song in the 70’s  
89. Cabbage and meat in flaky fried crust 
90. Duck in a goose 
91. Wrench, horse and pencil in a body 
92. Magician in an ice cube 
93. Cream filling in yellow cake 
94. Ice cream in espresso 
95. Friendly legumes in a capsule 
96. Acid pit in the digestive tract 
97. Potential voyagers in their homes 
98. Mint in dark chocolate 
99. Whiskey in cream in stout 
100. Word in a word 

 


